Focus for April is the special Moonshooter supplement, "Are Americans Losing Faith in Their Colleges?". Prepared nationally by the same people who produce a rather incisive weekly called "Chronicle of Higher Education," the Moonshooter annually examines issues of importance to colleges and their alumni.

To accompany the Moonshooter piece is an alumni response from three University graduates. You will find their remarks in the center of the magazine.

The entire University community was saddened by the death of Gomer Jones in March. A brief report on Gomer and his career is on page 4.

We've been getting mild complaints about the Roll Call being printed on that colored paper, so this time it's on white. We'll see if that helps. The class notes are in the back of the magazine, and toward the front are the bits and pieces of local news called "Campus Notes."

Next issue a look at the recipients of the University's highest award, the Distinguished Service Citation, a Commencement round up, along with other articles of hopeful interest.—CBR
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